**From the airport:**
Take S-Bahn S1 to Ohlsdorf, change to U-Bahn U1 direction Ohlstedt/Großhansdorf, get out at Hudtwalkerstraße, take Bus 20 or 25 to UKE (direction Bhf. Altona) or take taxi (ca. 15 min).

**By car:**
Highway A7, exit Stellingen, Eppendorf district
Federal roads B433, B434, B447, B5 direction

**By taxi:**
Address UKE: Martinistr. 52, the Doriit Hotel Hamburg-Eppendorf is located next to the UKE-Campus, the address is Martinistr. 72.

**By public transportation:**
Bus 20 and 25 stop at UKE main entrance, the Doriit Hotel Hamburg-Eppendorf is located in ca. 150 m walking distance of the bus stop, left of UKE main entrance.

**By train:**
**From main station (Hauptbahnhof):**
Take U-Bahn U1 direction Garstedt/Norderstedt
Get out at Kellinghusenstraße
Take Bus 25 to UKE (direction Bhf. Altona)

**From Dammtor station:**
Take Bus S direction Burgwedel/Nedderfeld
Get out at Gärtnerstraße
Take Bus 20 or 25 to UKE (direction Rübenkamp or Burgstraße)

**From Altona station:**
Take Bus 20 or 25 to UKE (direction Rübenkamp or Burgstraße)